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Abstract-The US Standard (EC)DSA is currenOy almost the 
most popular digital signature scheme. Chinese and Russian 
governments also proposed their counterparts: SM2 and GOST 
R 34.10 (GOST). Nowadays, there are already lllllliY industrial 
applications supporting SM2 and GOST digital signatures. Un
fortonntely, the existing analyses for SM2 and GOST are rather 
Umlted when compared to ECDSA. 

This paper focuses on the security of SM2 and GOST from 
the viewpoints of RKA security (related-key attack) aod sKRKA 
security (strong known related key attack). RKA captures the 
real attacks of tampering and fault uqection in hardware-stored 
secret keys. sKRKA, a recently proposed security model modified 
from RKA, captures the real attacks in the BIP-32 HD wallet aod 
the stealth address used in Monero. It was proved that ECDSA 
is insecare in the RKA model (IClSC 2015) and but secare in 
the sKRKA model (NSS 2019). 

In this work, we proved that GOST is insecare in both RKA 
and skRKA models, but SM2 is secure in both RKA and sKRKA 
models. Tbis result well differentiates the security of ECDSA, 
SM2 and GOST, and demonstrates thnt Chinese SM2 is capable 
to construct secare cryptocurrency systems nsing BIP-32 HD 
wallet or stealth adtlress, as secure as ECDSA, but outperforms 
ECDSA in resisting tampering or fault uqection attacks. 

Indu 1lorms--8Ml, GOST, related-key attack, strong known 
related key attack 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The birth of Bitcuin [43], the first blockchain adopting 
ECDSA as the underlying digital signatnre scheme, leads 
to the prosperity of ECDSA nowadays. In the past decade, 
ECDSA drew a broad interest from researchers, especially 
on its secnrity proofs [27], [28], [42], [52] and constructing 
threshold signatnre [22], [23], [25], [29], [31], [32], [39]. 
ECDSA has almost become the most widely used digital 
signature in industry. 

In 2010, the Chinese state cryptography administration 
issued an SM2 digital signature based on EC (Elliptic Curve) 
for commercial use, as an alternative for ECDSA, which 
was later adopted as an international standard in ISOIIEC 
11889-1 [10]. Up to now, SM2 has been applied in influential 
blockchain platforms like Huawei blockchain [ 40] and FISCO
BCOS blockchain [5], and will be supported by Hyperledger 
Fabric [6], [7]. There are also o1her industrial or financial 
applications using SM2 [1], [3], [12], [24]. In March 2021, 
ShangMi (SM) cipher suites for TLS 1.3 was formally issued 
in IETF RFC-8998 standard [9], including SM2 signatnre and 

other SM series of schemes, which will further nourish the 
development of applications supporting SM algorithms. 

Russian Federal also issued an ECDSA counterpart GOST 
R 34.10 adopted in IETF RFC-7091 standard [8] (denoted by 
GOST for simplicity in the remaining part) which overcomes 
the malleability and duplicate signature problems of ECDSA 
[44]. GOST is applied in softwares like CryptoArm [2] and 
is possible to be supported by Mozilla Firefox [11]. There is 
also a separate implementation of Ethereum using GOST [4]. 

A. Similarities and Differences 

(EC)DSA, SM2 and GOST are all rooted in the ElGamal 
type signatnre (1984) [26] and thus share many similarities 
from each other. All of them work in a cyclic group IG = (g) 
of prime order q, contain a conversion function J mapping 
sigued message into z. and a hash function H mapping 
group element into Zq, use the secret/public key pair of 
(x,lf'). IG can be either a prime-order q subgroup of the 
multiplicative group in a field GF{p) or a ptime-order q 
subgroup of an elliptic curve (EC) over some field GF{pn). 
For the former setting, f is defined as A >-t (A mod p) 
mod q where A is a group element in G. For the latter EC 
setting, f is defined as the encoding of the x-coordinate of 
an EC point A, usually denoted by A.x. Highly abstractive 
schemes called GenericEIGamal in 1he full version of [27] and 
GenEIGamal in [41, Sec. 11] [28, Def. 4], both of which cover 
ECDSA, SM2 and GOST by setting different parameters. For 
differences, we note that SM2 and GOST have their own 
recommended hash functions respectively: SM3 and GOST 
R 34.11. Besides, for SM2, when computing the hash of the 
signed message, the message should be concatenated with the 
user's identity information, the public key and EC parameter, 
which is different from ECDSA and GOST. 

B. Prior Security Analyses 

ECDSA is somehow well-studied in some very idealized 
secnrity models like the existential unforgeability proved in 
bijective random oracle model (BRO) [27] and in generic 
group model (GGM) [19], [21], [48], and the secnrity against 
(strong known) related key attacks (sKRKAIRKA) analyzed 
in [42], [52], although there is no secnrity proof in the 
standard model or the broadly accepted random oracle model 
(ROM) like Schnorr signatnre [47]. Up to now, however, 
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TABLE 1: Comparison with different signatures. ROMIBRO/GGM stands for random oracle model/ bijective random oracle 
model/ generic group model. 

I I EUF.cMA I EUF-CM-RKA I EUF-CM-sKRKA I Sclmoa .,f (ROM [45]) X [42] X [52] 
..; in its variant. [42] 

ECDSA ../ (BRO [27]1 GGM [19], [21], [48]) X [42] .,j (reduce to EUF-CMA in ROM, [52]) 
..J in ita variant. [42] 

GOST ..; BRO, full version of [27] X (Our Result) X (Our Result) 
SM2 y BRO, full version of [27] ../(reduce to EUF-CMA in GGM, .,j (reduce to EUF-CMA in GGM, 

.,fGGM [54] 

rigorous security analyses for SM2 and GOST are rather 
limited compared to ECDSA. To the best of our knowledge. 
the first security evaluation of SM2 is in [54] which proved the 
existential unforgeability under adaptvively chosen message 
attack (EUF-CMA) in GGM; and the security against gener
aliud key substitution attacks (KSA) assuming H and f are 
non-progrsmmable random oracles (NPROs ). The existential 
unforgeability of GenericElGamal framework, which covers 
both GOST and SM2, is proved in the full version of [27] 
using BRO. The one-per-message unforgeability of both SM2 
and GOST, which is a weaker security model than existential 
unforgeability, is proved in the ROM by a GenElGamal 
framework. To narrow the research gap, in this work, we 
consider the security against related-key attack (RKA) and 
strong known related key attack (sKRKA) for both SM2 and 
GOST. We summarize the major existing security analyses and 
our results in Table I. 

C. Related Key Attack 

As a special side-channel attack [33], related-key attack 
(RKA) means that an adversary can observe the outcome of 
a cryptosystem under an altered key (or called related key) 
and then breaks the system. The earliest discussion on RKA 
maiuly focused on the security of block ciphers [17], [38] 
and pseudorandom functions (PRFs) [16], [34]. The RKA 
study was later expanded to broader views like eryptogrsphic 
permutation [14]; semantic secure encryption [13]; public
key encryption, signatures and identity-based encryption [15]. 
RKA capture practical attacks since the adversary can alter the 
secret key of a cryptosystem by fault injection or tampering 
[18], [20] and the secret key can be a personal decryption 
key, signing key for certificate authurity (CA) or SSL server, 
master key for mE system or hardware-stored secret key for 
cryptocurrency wallet. In the formalization of RKA seeurity 
of a signature scheme in [15], the adversary is allowed to 
query a related-key deriving (RKD) function¢> and a message 
to the signing oracle, and obtain the signature of the queried 
message under the signing key ¢>(sk) where skis the original 
signing key. The RKA seeurity requires that the adversary 
outputs a valid signature of an unqueried message under sk 
with negligible probability. Yet, there are no analyses for the 
RKA security of SM2 and GOST. 

Our Result) Our Result) 

D. Strong Known Related Key Attack 

Strong known related-key attack (sKRKA) is proposed 
in [52] which is modified from the above mentioned RKA 
security model, which restricts that the adversary cannot 
choose freely but can know the RKD function ¢> used in 
the query phase and strengthen the wiuning condition by 
requiring that the adversary breaks the sKRKA security if 
and only if he outputs a valid signature of an unqueried 
message under any public key corresponding to </>(sk). This 
sKRKA model is meaningful since it captures the real attacks 
in Bitcoin Improvement Protocol (BIP) 32 HD wallet [50] 
using Schnorr signature and stealth address [ 49] implemented 
in Bitcoin and used in Monero. In [52], the authors provides 
efficient attack under sKRKA model to Schnorr and proved 
that ECDSA is sKRKA secure, which first demonstrates that 
ECDSA is somewhat more secure than Schnorr. Thus, ECDSA 
is a good alternative to Schnorr in the B/P-32 HD wallet 
and is secure enough to be leveraged in blockchain systems 
supporting stealth address. Yet, there are no sKRKA security 
analyses on SM2 and GOST, although SM2 is encouraged 
by the Chinese government to replace ECDSA in commer
cial systems and has been utilized in the Chinese financial 
blockchain FISCO-BCOS. To construct new blockchain sys
tems supporting anonymous transaction like Monero or build
ing cryptocurrency wallet like BIP-32, using SM2 or GOST as 
the underlying signature scheme, we cannot circumvent this 
sKRKA security issue. 

E. Contributions 

In this work, we differentiate the seeurity of Schnorr, 
ECDSA, SM2 and GOST in the aspects of RKA and sKRKA 
security, both of which security models capture real attacks. 
Our results also provide valuable advice for the selection of 
signature scheme when constructing blockchain applications 
with different features. The major contributions are threefold: 

• We provide two efficient attacks for GOST R 34.10 
signature, respectively breaking its RKA and sKRKA 
security. 

• We prove that SM2 is secure in both RKA and sKRKA 
models in ROM, which demonstrates that: SM2 is 
more secure than GOST, Schnorr, ECDSA (Schnorr and 
ECDSA are not RKA secure by [ 42]) against tampering 
or fault injection attacks and thus provides better protec
tion for eryptosystems with hardware-stored keys; SM2 
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provides the sKRKA security as ECDSA (Schnorr and 
GOST are sKRKA insecure) and thus can be leveraged to 
construct cryptocurrency applications using BIP-32 HD 

wallet-like service or achieving anonymous transactions 
using the idea of stealth address. 

• We specify the current open problems of SM2 and GOST. 
Hopefully, this can help the research on the two young 
but important digital signature schemes move forward in 
the near future. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

A. GOST R 34.10 Signature 

We review the GOST R 34.10 [8] digital signature algo
rithm. 

• Satup(1'): pick an elliptic curve with parameter 
(p, a, b, g, q)l, pick a secure hash functions H : 
{0,1}* --+Zq. Output params� (p, a, b, g, q,H). 

• KayGan(params): choose randomly x ? z;, compute 
X� g", Output (x,X) as the private-public key pair. 

• Sign(params, x, m, I D): signer will 

1) ComputeR= gr where r is randomly selected in z;. 
2) t � f(R), h � H(m), 8 � tx + rh mod q. 

The signature of m is a= (t, s). 
• Verily(params, Q, m, u): verifier will 

1) Compute h � H(m), v � h-1 mod q. 
2) Parse u as (t,8) and check t,s E z;. 
3) Compute R' � g•• x-tv. 
4) Check if t � f(R') mod q. 

3) Compute h � H(ZIIm), z � c +  s, and R' � g' X'. 
4) Check if c � f(R') + h mod q. 

If all check equations are equivalent, the verification 
result is 1. Otherwise, it produces an output 0. 

C. RKA and Strong Known RKA Models 

We recall �-EUF-CM-RKA and �-EUF-CM-sKRKA, 
which are respectively the existential unforgeability security 
models under chosen messages against RKA [15] and sKRKA 
[52], where�+� {1>;(x) � x+b;: b; E S}, �· � {1>;(x) � 
x • a;: a; E S} and �·ff � {1>;(x) � a;x + b;: a;, b; E S}. 

Algorithm 1: Game �-EUF-CM-RKA. 

1 Procedure INIT(1'): 

2 (sk, pk) f--, KeyGen(l'); 
3 lL f-- 0; 
4 return pk; 

s Procedure SIGN(m;, 4>;): 
• if 1>< ¢ { �u identity map} then 
7 L return .l; 
• u; f--, Sign(1>;(sk), m;); 
• if 1>< is identity map or 1>;(sk) � sk then 

10 L ILf--ILU{m;}; 

u Procedure FIN(m*, u'): 
13 if m* En.. then 
14 L stop with 0; 

H all check equations are equivalent, the verification 15 
result is 1. Otherwise, it produces an output 0. 16 

if Verify(pk, m', u') � 0 then 
L stop with 0; 

B. SM2 Signature 

We review the SM2 [10] digital signature algurithm. 

• Setup(!'): pick an elliptic curve with parameter 
(p, a, b, g, q), pick two secure hash functions H : 
{0, 1}* --+ z. and H' : {0, 1}* --+ {0, 1}'56. Output 
params = (p, a, b, g, q, H, H'). 

$ 
• KeyGen(params): choose randomly X +- z;. compute 

X � g", Output (x, X) as the private-public key pair. 
• Sign(params, x, m, I D): signer with ID will 

1) Compute Z � H'(len(ID)IIIDIIallbiiYIIX) where len 
produces the bit length of its input and II denotes bit 
concatenation. 

2) Compute h � H(ZIIm), R � gr where r is randomly 
selected in z;. 

3) t � f(R) , c � t + h mod q, 8 � (1 + x)-1(r- ex) 
mod q. 

The signature of m is u � (c, s). 
• Verify(params, ID,Q,m,u): verifier will 

1) Compute Z � H'(len(ID)IIIDIIallbiiYIIX). 
2) Parse u as (c,8) and check c, 8 E z;. 

1elliptic curve (EC) parameter (p,a,b,g,q) refers to an EC y2 = x3 + 
ax + b over some field GF(pn) with g as a base EC point of prime order q. 

11 stop with 1; 

Definition 1. A signature scheme is (t, q8, �)-secure under 
the �-EUF-CM-RKA (resp. �-EUF-CM-sKRKA) if there is 
no adversary running in time t, with qs queries to the signing 
oracle, has advantage larger than <in Game �-EUF-CM-RKA 
(resp. �-EUF-CM-sKRKA). 

Relations between RKA and sKRKA. The relationship 
between the RKA model and the Strong KRKA model which 
is an open problem and there is no straightforward implication 
from one to another. It is proved that ECDSA is not RKA 
secure [42] but it is sKRKA secure [52]. 

III. RKA INSECURITY OF GOST 

A. RKA Attack under Addition Relation 

We show that the GOST is not sRKA secure with respect 
to addition by providing a simple and efficient attack. 

1) Choose b ;!_ z;, query (m', 1>(x) � x- b) to the RKA 
signing oracle and obtain the signature (t, s). 

2) Output the message m' and signature (t', s') � (t, s+tb 
mod q) 
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Algoritbm 2: Game q)-EUF-CM-sKRKA. 

1 Procedure !NIT(!>•): 
2 (sk,pk) +-,  KeyGen(1'); 
3 lL +- 0; 
4 <Po +- identity map; 
s § +- {¢o}; 
• forj +- 1toq,do 
7 l ¢; +-, q); 
s § +-§U{¢;}; 
• return pk, S; 

10 Procedure SIGN(m;, j): 
11 if j ¢ [0, q,[ then 
12 L return .l; 

13 17; +-, Sign(¢;(sk), m;); 
14 pk, +- T(1\ ¢;(sk)); 
15 lL +- lL u {(pk,, m;)}; 
16 return (pk,, 17;); 
17 Procedure FIN(i*, m*, a*): 
10 if i' ¢ [0, q,] then 
1• L stop with 0; 
20 if (pk,. , m') E lL then 
21 L stop with 0; 
22 if Verify(pk, ., m', 17') � 0 then 
23 L stop with 0; 
24 stop with 1; 

Algoritbm 3: Game 0 is the q)""-EUF-CM-RKA for 
SM2, in the raodom oracle model. 

1 Procedure !NIT: 
2 pick H: {0, 1}'--> Zq; 
3 pick H': {0, 1}*--> {0, 1}256; 
4 X +-s z;; X t- gz ; 
• lL +- 0; 
6 return X; 
7 Procedure SIGN(m;, ID;, a;, b;): 
s if at, bi tj. Zq then 
• L stop with 0; 

10 
11 

12 
13 
14 

1S 
.. 
17 

18 
.. 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

if aix + bt = x then 
L IL +-ILU{m;}; 

Ti +-s Zq; Rt +- grs; 
if R; � 1 then 
L return .l; 

t, +- f(R;); 
if t, � 0 then 
L return .l; 

z, +- H'(len(ID;)[[ID;[[a[[b[[g[[X); 
h; +- H(Z;[[m;); 
Cj +- ti +hi; 
skt +- aix + bi; 
s; +- (1 + sk;)-1[r;- c;sk,]; 
17; +- (c;, s;); 
return ai; 

25 Procedure RO(m): 
26 L return H(m); 

The forged signature (t', s') on m' is verified as follows. By 27 Procedure FIN(m*, ID', (c', s')): 
siging oracle, we have t � f(gr) aod s � (x- b)t+rh. Then 28 if m' E JL then 
we haves +  tb- tx � rh. Let h � H(m'). We observe that 29 L stop with O; 

30 
31 � -to: 8±tb-tz r =g 11. g 11. =g 11. =g =R (l) 32 

Hence, the forgery (t\ s*) is a valid signature on m* under 33 

public key X � g•. Thus, GOST is not q)+ -EUF-CM-RKA 34 
secure. 

B. RKA Anack under Multiplicative Relation 

We show that the GOST is not RKA secure with respect to 
multiplication by providing a simple and efficient attack under 
the q)' -EUF-CM-RKA model. 

35 
36 
37 

ifc* =Oors* =Othen 
L stop with 0; 

Z' +- H'(len(ID')[[ID'[[allbiiYIIX); 
h' +- H(Z'IIm*); 
R* +-- 9s• xc• +s* ; 
if c' # f(R') + h' then 
L stop with 0; 

stop with 1; 

1) Choose two distinct messages mo,mt E {0,1}' and let 
ho +- H(mo), h1 +- H(m1). 

we have s- axt = rh1. We observe that 

2) Let a +- �� mod q. 
3) Query (m1, ¢(x) � ax) to the RKA signing oracle and 

obtain the signature (t, s). 

BOO -t• B -t B -<Ot 
R' = 9xo x---no = g<Oii"() xxo = gXT x� 

(2) 

4) Output the message m' � m0 aod signature (t', s') � 
(t, � mod q) 

The forged signature ( t', s') on mo is verified as follows. By 
signing oracle, we have t � f(sr) aod s � axt + rh1. Then 

Hence, the forgery ( t•, s•) is a valid signature on mo under 
public key X � g•. Thus, GOST is not q)'-EUF-CM-RKA 
secure. 
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Algorithm 4: The construction of adversary AcMA against EUF-CMA, using the adversary A1 for Game 1. (Interaction 
with the challenger of EUF-CMA is highlighted in the gray box). 

1 Procedure INIT(lA): 22 Procedure RO(m): 
z l H0 +- 0, lL +- 0; Z3 if (m, h) E H0 then 
3 pick H' : {0, 1}* --t {0, 1P56; l4 L return h; 
4 X+- INITcMA(1A) ; Z5 h t-8 Zq\Rng(H0); 
s return X; Z6 H0 +- H0 U {(m, h)}; 

r1 return h; 6 Procedure SIGN(m1, ID1, a1, b1): 
7 If xa• gb' = X then 
s L lL +- lL U {m1}; 
' z, +- H'(len(ID,)IIID,IIallbllgiiX); 

10 isNewH +- false; 
u while isNawH = false do 

m� +-. M; 

zs Procedure FIN(m*, ID*, (c., s*)): 
l!l if m* E lL then 
30 L stop with 0; 
31 
3l 
33 

If s* = 0 or c* = 0 then 
L stop with 0; 

1Z 
13 (c',s') +- SIGNcMA(m�, IDD I I SIGNcMAl4 

Z* +- H'(len(ID*)IIID*IIallbllgiiX); 
h* +- H(Z*IIm*); 

14 
15 
16 
17 

11 
19 
zo 
Z1 

made H query on Z;!lm� to RO, 
obtained h' 

n(Z•IImo) +- h'- c'- 81 + (a'+c'2tl+b;) ; 
If(·, h,) f. H0 then 

I H0 +- H0 U {(Z,IIm,, H(Z,IIm,))}; 
L isNewH t- true; 

c; = (s'+c')(1+b;) 
_ s'· a, ' ' 

, 
8. +- 8, _ b;(a +c). 

s a, ' 
0'& +- (c;, s,); 
return u,; 

IV. SKRKA INSECURITY OF GOST 

We show that the GOST is not sKRKA secure with respect 
to addition by providing a sinlple and efficient attack under 
the ot�+ -EUF-CM-sKRKA model. 

Query. Adversary A is given o, such that ¢0(x) = x- d, 
for i E [1, n]. We additionally define d0 = 0 and accordingly 
¢o(x) = x. A chooses i* E [l,n] and queries (m*,¢••(x)) 
to the RKA signing oracle and obtain the signature (t, s). We 
note that t = f(gr) and s = (x- o,. )t + rh. Then we have 
8 + to •• - tx = rh. 
Forgery under any related public key. A chooses an index 
i' E [0, n] and i' =f. i*. Let d +- d,, - o, •. A outputs the 
message m* and signature (t*, s*) = (t, s + td mod q). 

The forgery ( t*, s*) is a valid signature on m * under the 
i' -th related public key x,, = gz-J,, since 

Therefore, we conclude that GOST is not ot�+ -EUF-CM
sKRKA secure. We note that if i' = 0, we obatin a valid 
forgery under the master public key X. 

35 
36 
37 
38 

R* t- ga• xc• +s• ; 
if c* =1- f(R*) + h* then 
L stop with 0; 

run FINcMA(m*, (c*, s*)); 

V. SECURITY OF SM2 IN THE RKA MODEL 

We prove that SM2 is tli-EUF-CM-RKA secure assuming 
H is a random oracle. 

Theorem 1. Let A be an adversary that ( T, q8, e) -breaks 
the .patr -EUF-CM-RKA security of SM2, with qH random 
oracle queries. Then, there exists an adversary AcMA that 
(TcMA,Qw,ecMA)-breaks the EUF-CMA security of SM2, 
where 

E � fCMA + qwqH/q, TCMA = T + O(qs)Te 

and T., is the time of exponentiation in G. 

Proof. We program the security proof by the game-hopping 
technique. We define Adv A. (1 A) as the advantage of the 
adversary A in Game i, with security parameter .X which is 
omitted for sinlplicity. 

• Game 0 in Algorithm 3 provides the EUF-CM-RKA 
experiment for SM2. The random oracle is provided by 
RO and accordingly e = Adv Ao· 

• Game 1 has two modifications from Game 0: line 2 in 
Game 0 is replaced by H0 f- 0; the return value of 
RO(m) in Game 0 is set h if (m, h) E n°, otherwise 
set a random value sampled from Zq \Rng(HO) and Ho 
is updated to n° U { ( m, h)} as well. We have Adv Ao = 
Adv .A1 by the random oracle model. 
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• Algorithm 4 constructs an adversary AcMA to break the 
EUF-CMA security of SM2, by running as the challenger 
of Game 1 aod making use of the output from A1. 
AcMA uses the output of lNITcMA from its EUF-CMA 
challenger of standard SM2 to simulate the challenger of 
Game 1 in line 4. A, uses the public key X to check the 
relation of a.;x + b; = x inseatd of using the secret key 
x unkonwn to him. These chaoges are indistinguishable 
to A,. The SIGN procedure in Algorithm 4 is simulated 
by using the signing oracle output from the EUF-CMA 
challenger of SM2. In the end, the validation of the output 
from A1 is same as except line 38. We next show that 
AdvA, � <cMA + q,qHfq. 

c; + 8, = (8' + c')(l + b;) 
_ 8

, 
+ 8

, 
_ 

b;(8' + c') 
ai ai 

(8' + c') 
a; 

9r, = 9s�, (Xa' gb' )s,+c, = 9s,+b�,(s,+c,) xa�,(s,+c,) 

(4) 

--gss+�,(s'+c')xs'+c' s'-bt{s'+c')+!i( '+ ') ' d 
= g .. , .. , 8 c xs + 

(5) 

Then we have /(gr;) = f(gr') = t' = t;. We observe 
that: 

c; = c'-h' + H(Z;IIm;) = t' + H(Z;IIm;) 
= t; + H(Z,IIm;) (6) 

Therefore, the signing oracle output correctly runs the 
verification of (c;, 8;) against the related key pk, = 
xaogb": 
When A, produces a valid forgery (m*,ID',(c',8')), 
line 38 of Algorithm 4 is always reached. Now we 
explain that m* was not queried to SIGNcMA in line 
13. Observe that in line 12, m� is randomly chosen from 
the message space and it is not given to the A1. A1 
cao only calculate h' = H(Zillm:J by line 14. By the 
random oracle model, A1 cannot find some m� and use it 
as m* with probability more than qaqx. Hence we have q • 

AdvA, � < CMA + q,qHfq. 
To sum up, we have£:::; £CMA + q8qHfq. The running time 
is dominated by O(q8) exponentiation in the signing oracle 
queries. D 

VI. SECURITY OF SM2 IN THE sKRKA MODEL 

We prove that SM2 is <I>-EUF-CM-sKRKA secure assuming 
H is a random oracle. 

Theorem 2- Let A be an adversary that (r, q., <)-breaks 
the q,•ff -EUF-CM-sKRKA security of SM2, with qH ran
dom oracle queries. Then, there exists an adversary AcMA 
that ( TCMA, q., <cMA)-breaks the EUF-CMA security of SM2, 
where 

< � (q, + 1)(<cMA + q,qH ), TCMA = r + O(q,)r, 
q 

and 'Te is the time of exponentiation in G. 

Proof The proof is a game-hopping proof. We define 
Adv_.,, (1') as the advaotage of the adversary A in Game 
i*, with security parameter >. which is omitted for simplicity. 

• Game 0* in Algorithm 5 describes the EUF-CM-sKRKA 
experiment for SM2. The rsndom oracle is provided by 
RO. Thus, < = AdvA, • .  

• Game 1 * has two modifications from Game 0*: line 2 
in Game 0* is replaced by H0 +- 0; the return value of 
RO(m) in Game 0* is seth if (m, h) E H0, otherwise 
set a random value sampled from z. \Rng(H0) aod 
H0 is updated to H0 U {(m, h)}. We have Adv.4o, = 
AdvA,. by the raodom oracle model. 

• Algorithm 6 describes an adversary AcMA to hreak the 
EUF-CMA security of SM2, by running as the challenger 
of Game 1* and making use of the output from A1 •• 

AcMA uses the output of INITcMA from its EUF-CMA 
challenger of SM2 to simulate the challenger of Game 1* 
in line 10. This change is indistinguishable to A1 �. The 
SIGN procedure in Algorithm 6 is simulated by using the 
signing oracle output from the challenger of the EUF
CMA security. In the end, the validation of the output 
from A1 .. is same as except line 43, 44 and 54. We next 
show that AdvA,. � (q, + 1)(AdvAcMA + q,qHfq). 

' 1 
( ' ' h =;;: 8 + c )(a;- a;• + a;b;·- a;•b;) + H(Z;IIm;) 

' 
(7) 

a·· a·.b· 
c' = (s' + c')(1- -'- + b;· -_2__3_) + (H(Z,IIm,) + t,) 

a; a; 
, a·.. a·.b· 

= (8 + c')(1- -3- + b;· -_2__3_) + c; (8) 

Then, we obtain: 

s' = (i + c')- c' 

a; a; 

('
, a· .. a· .. b· 

= 8 +c)-(8' + c')(1-__:1_ + b;· -_2__3_)- e; 
a; a; 

_ ( 
, 

') 
a;• + a;• b; - a;b;· 

- 8 +c -c; (9) 
a; 

We can see that the signing oracle output is correct by 
running the verification of (c;, 8;) against the related key 
pk;= 

9r, = 9s•(xa;9b3)s•+co 
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Algoritbm 5: Game 0* is the 'Pa!1-EUF-CM-sKRKA for SM2, in the random oracle model. 

1 Procedure !NIT: 
2 pick H :  {0, 1}'--+ Zq; 
3 pick H' : {0, 1}'--+ {0, 1}256; 
4 X f--8 Z�; X+- gz; 
• lL +- 0; 
• 
7 
• 
• 

10 

ao +-l,bo +- 0; 
§ t- {(ao, bo)}; 
forjt-1toq,do 
l </>;(x) := a;x + b; �· 'Paff; 

St- SU{(a;,b;)}, 
11 return X,S; 
12 Procedure SIGN(m;, ID;,j): 
13 ri +-s Zq; � +-- gr�; 
14 if R; = 1 then 
1s L return _!_; 

16 t; +- f(R;); 
11 if t, = 0 then 
18 L return _!_; 

10 Z; t- H'(len(ID;)IIID;IIallbiiYIIX); 
20 h, +- H(Z,IIm;); 
21 Ci +-- ti + hi; 
n s�+- a;x+b;; 
l3 pki +- gsk;.; 
24 s; t- (1 + sk;)-th- c;sk;l; 
l5 Ui t- {ct, Bi); 
.. lL +- lL u {{pk;, m;)}; 
27 return (pk;, u;); 

I I j E [0, q,] 

Then we have f(gr') = f(gr') = t' = t;. Observe that: 

c; = d- h' + H(Z;IIm;) = t! + H(Z;IIm;) 
= t; + H(Z;IIm;) (11) 

Hence (c;, s;) is a valid signature with respect to pk,. 
Wben At outputs a valid forgery (i', m', (c', s')), line 
54 of Algorithm 6 is reached if i' = j'. It happens with 
probability .�t· By the checking of line 45, m' was not 
queried to SIGNcMA in line 16. Now we show that m* 
was not queried to SIGNcMA in line 22. Observe that in 
line 21, m� is randomly chosen from the message space 
and it is not given to the A1 ... A1 .. can only calculate h' = 
H(Z:IIm:J by line 23. By the random oracle model, At• 
cannot find some m� and use it as m * with probability 
more than q6:H. Therefore, we have AdvA1 .. � (qs + 
1)(<cMA + q,qHfq). 

To snm up, we have < :<=; (q, + 1)(<cMA + q,qH/q). The 
running time is dominated by O(q,) exponentialion in the 
signing oracle queries. D 

VII. OPEN PROBLEMS ON SM2 AND GOST 

We specify the open problems for SM2 and GOST. 

28 Procedure RO(m): 
20 L return H(m); 
30 Procedure FIN{i*,m",ID*(c"',s .. )): 
31 if i' <t [0, q,] then 
.. L •loP with o; 
33 if (pk;., m') E lL then 
34 L Sfop with 0; 
35 ifc* =Oors* =Othen 
.. L Sfop with 0; 
37 z• t- H'(len(ID')IIID'IIallbiiYIIX"•' g'•• ); 

I I i' E [O,q,] 
38 h' +- H(Z'IIm*); 
39 R* t- g'' (X"•' g'•· y'+•'; I I i' E [0, q,] 
40 if c' # f(R') + h' then 
41 L Sfop with 0; 
42 stop with I; 

I) SM2, GOST, as well as ECDSA lack secority proofs 
of existential nnforgeability in the well-accepted ROM, 
instead are proved in some too idealized models like 
BRO and GGM whieh may lead to further debatable 
conclusions. 

2) The secority in a multi-user setting has not yet been 
concerned for SM2 and GOST although there is one 
analysis for ECDSA [30]. 

3) The non-linearity stmcture of SM2 makes it not easy to 
build multi-signature as concise as Schnorr. The proposed 
threshold schemes for SM2 [36] and GOST [37] only 
support the t-out-of-n threhosld setting the security of 
whieh is gnaranteed when n is number of all participants, 
t - 1 is the maximum number of corrupted parties and 
n � 2t + 1. Until now there is no full threshold signature 
scheme for either SM2 or GOST, which means t in the 
t-out-of-n setting can be setting any value less than n. 

4) There is one blind ECDSA signature scheme proposed in 
[51] constmeted from homomorphic encryption and zero
knowledge proof, the idea of which can be used to easily 
constmct blind SM2 or GOST. Another efficient constmc
tion of blind SM2 without using homomorphic encryption 
is proposed in [53]. A blind signature version of GOST 
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Algorithm 6: The construction of adversary AcMA against EUF-CMA, using the adversary A1• 
(Interaction with the challenger of EUF-CMA is highlighted in the gray box). 

1 Procedure INIT(lA): 34 Procedure RO(m): 
z H0 t- 0, lL t- 0; 35 if (m, h) E H0 then 
3 pick H' : {0, 1}* --t {0, 1P56; 36 L return h; 
4 j* +-8 [0, qs]; 37 h t-8 Zq\Rng(H0); 
s ao +- 1, bo +- 0; 38 H0 t- H0 U {(m, h)}; 
' S t- {(ao, bo)}; 39 return h; 7 for j +- 1 to q8 do 
8 l rjJ ( ) b c_paff 40 Procedure FIN(i*, m*, ID*, (c*, s*)): i x := ajX + i �8 ; 41 if i* f. [0, q8] then 9 S t- S U  {(a;,b;)}, 4'1. L stop with 0; 

10 X'+- INITcMA(1A) ; 
11 X t- (X'g-bi•)11°J•; 
1z return X, S; 
13 Procedure SIGN(m,, ID,, j): 
14 if j = j* then 
15 

I 
pk, f- X'; 

16 Ui +- SIGNcMA(Tni) ; 

43 
44 

45 
46 

47 
48 

If i* =1-j* then 
L stop with 0; 

I I pk,.  = pk1• = X' 
if (p�., m*) E lL then 
L stop with 0; 

if s* = 0 or c* = 0 then 
L stop with 0; 

for Game 1*. 

17 e1se 
18 z, t- H'(len(ID,)IIID,IIallbiiYIIX); 
19 isNewH t- false; 

49 
so 
51 

Z* t- H'(len(ID*)IIID*IIallbiiYIIX'); 
h* +- H(Z*IIm*); 

m while isNewH = false do 
• *+ • R* t- g8 X'c s ; 

m� t-s M; 
sz if c* =f. f(R*) + h* then 

L stop with 0; 
(d, s') t- SIGNcMA(ID�, mD I I SIGNcMA 53 
made H query on Z:llm� to RO, 54 
obtained h' 

run FINcMA(m*, (c*, s*)); 

Z3 

'1.7 
'1.8 
'1.9 
30 
31 
3'1. 
33 

H(Z,IIma) t-
h'- ct; Cs' +d))( a;- a1• + a1b1• - aj•b;); 

if(·, h1) f. H0 then 
l H0 t- H0 U {(Z,IIm,,H(Z•IIm,))}; 

isNewH +- true; 

t, +- d- h' (Note t, = t'); 
eo =  d- h' + H(Z,IIm,); 
s· +- llJ* (s' +d)- eo· " a.; ' 
pki f- xai gbi ; 
u, t- (eo, s,); 

lL f- lL u {(p�. t'ni)}; 
return (p�, u,); 

is proposed in [35]. Unfortunately, all of them lack the 
rigorous security proof for one-more-unforgeability [46]. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
In a nutshell, our results well distinguish the advan

tages/disadvantages over these existing signature schemes. We 
close the gap between the hopeful abundance of use of SM2 
and GOST in the near future, and the lack of the security 
analyses currently. In this paper, we first analyze the (strong 
known) related key attack for SM2 and GOST. Firstly, we 
give efficient attacks breaking the RKA and sKRKA security 
of GOST. Secondly, through game-hopping proofs, we proved 

that SM2 is secure in both RKA and sKRKA models in ROM, 
leading the following two meaningful implications: 

1) SM2 is more secure than Schnorr, ECDSA, GOST when 
resisting tampering or fault injection attacks. 

2) SM2 is as secure as ECDSA (better than Schnorr) in 
terms of constructing blockchain applications supporting 
BIP-32 or stealth tuidress. 
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